FLOW CHART
HOW PROJECT ON FLIGHT COULD DEVELOP

Birds, Butterflies, Insects, Flying Animals and Fish, Seed Dispersal,

Kites, Gliders, Parachutes, Balloons, Aeroplanes, Space Craft

IN NATURE

MAN MADE FLYING MACHINES

Things That Fly

Science

History of Flight
Myths and Legends
Leonardo da Vinci
Pioneers of Flight
Milestones in Flight

Creative English
Written Descriptions and Reports.
FLIGHT poems and stories
FLIGHT vocab, work

Art and Craft

Airline liveries & logos
Bird-plane mobiles,
Feather painting
Quills & handwriting
Butterflies - Symmetrical patterns
Aircraft models

Transport
Airports
Airlines
Post
Freight
People
Aerial 'photos - maps
Air routes.
Navigation - compass
Scale
Migratory routes of birds

Maths.

Bird/plane counts & graphs
FLIGHT maths, timetables,
Fuel consumption, speeds, costings